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they are scored upon - organize Limit neutrals to 1-2 touch

Def - avoid turn/split, try to press/delay PROGRESSION direction as quickly as possible - the neutrals coming PROGRESSION
Limit attacker touch count into the grid should attempt to delay and press before Limit interior touch count

3rd man run from 2nd player in grid without forcing since they will be 8v4 - on scoring Limit neutral touch count to 2-3
Open body positions on receive, play fwd if possible look to retrieve ball and counter in the opposite

scores, the other team switches with
COACHING POINTS players swaps with the passer COACHING POINTS the neutrals and the team that

Look for movement of outside players for support Team in possession should look for clear opportunities scores will not attack the other goal

EXPLANATION

15-20 yds

2 teams - 2v2 inside, support outside
40x40 yds (age 
appropriate)

3 teams are organized - 2 in the middle
Teams score point for end-to-end playing 4v4 with the 3rd team as

passes neutrals on the outside - when 1 team
On receiving the ball on the outside

ACTIVITY 3 2v2+2+2 rondo       ACTIVITY 4 4v4+4 wide switch on goals   
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION

passers are anticipating ball mvmnts to create angles

Look for tempo of passing and receiving PROGRESSION the ball - look for verbal and non-verbal cues - PROGRESSION
2-touch -> 1-touch try to use feints to imbalance/freeze defender - Allow 1-touch for older groups

so that receiver can allow the ball across the body open to the field and easily make next pass - passer Require 2-touch for younger ages
and play the ball onto the next receiver should target "back foot" to allow receiver to swing 10 passes = 1 pt

COACHING POINTS clock once players have the pattern COACHING POINTS defender attempts to close
Passers should send the ball to the back foot Movements off the ball should allow receiver to be off and win ball

12x12 yds

Players form in a grid with 1 player

10x10 yds

3 players on outside of grid, 1 defender
in the middle - players follow their in middle - outside players are

pass in and out of the grid taking positions along the grid
Add a 2nd player and have a double to receive the ball

SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION
ACTIVITY 1 Clock passing warmup   ACTIVITY 2 3v1 rondo

TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION

90 mins

SESSION TIME
4v4+4 wide switch on goals   

7v7/9v9 Week of Feb 17 2020

3v1 rondo
2v2+2+2 rondo       TEAM DATE

TIME DESCRIPTION EMPHASIS/THEME
0:00-0:15 Individual touch warmup, dribbling, juggling, agility

Manage oneself - eyes + ideas, figure it out + fake them out, do it + 
did it work

Clock passing warmup   

MANAGE ONESELF MANAGE SPACE MANAGE THE BALL


